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Aspectivity 

All Upcoming Events  at High St Rd subject  
to field works until further notice. 

Next Meeting is on:  

Friday 12th March 

Glen Waverley  

Primary School 
 

8.00pm Start 

1st April ...deadline for next edition 

  Mar2010 

   Issue 430 

..monthly Newsletter of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

VARMS - Fostering the Sport of Radio Controlled Soaring in Victoria 

14 Mar Training + VARMS Trophy High St Rd VARMS 

14 Mar DLG 8.00am High St Rd F3K 

20/21Mar VMAA Champs Lg #8 State Field RCGA 

28 Mar  Training + VARMS Trophy High St Rd VARMS 

02-04 Apr 3 day Scale Aerotow Jerilderie NSW 

03 Apr Scale Aerotow High St Rd VARMS 

05 Apr F3B league #5 Diggers Rst RCGA 

11 Apr  Training + VARMS Trophy High St Rd VARMS 

11 Apr DLG 9.00am High St Rd F3K 

18 Apr VMAA Thermal  Lg # 9 High St Rd RCGA 

24-26Apr Taggerty Scale Aerotow Hanb’ry fld RCGA 

All the very latest TRUE FACTS 

about what’s going on at the Field 

and with the Council.  
 

Show and tell members models. 
 

Lots of other members “Stuff” up 

for discussion. 

Tug Pilot Steve Malcman with his Hail damaged Tug...Sat 6th March 
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The Keyboard 
 

Your frequency key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can be easily rec-
ognised and contacted in case of a frequency 
clash. Mobile phone number on your key is a 
good idea too, in case you have departed and left 
your key in the board thus stopping somebody 
else from using that frequency. Members with 
2.4 GHz radio sets should still insert a standard 
key in the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

Please send articles and photos for  

Publication in Aspectivity to: 

Editor, Aspectivity 
 

 mhaysom@tpg.com.au  
 

Or 
 

 Colin Smith (compiler) 

colinkay@lizzy.com.au 

 Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat  Sun 

9.00-12.00 Power Glider Power Glider Power Power (Aerotow first sat of month) Glider 

12.01-5.00 Glider Power Glider Power Glider Glider (Aerotow first sat of month) Glider 

Editorial and Site Management Report – March 2010 
Site: VARMS Glider Field 

HI guys…..Well, the contractor involved with the contouring of the total ERP site has completed his job 

and moved on. He cooperated with Martin Hopper, and I, where he could but in the end, he did not com-

plete all the work we expected. Where does this leave us? In the earthworks area, we still have to pre-

pare the long term glider/power landing area. Martin has a quote from a private firm that is probably 

way beyond our means so we have requested Knox City Council (KCC) for advice, and possible assis-

tance, to plan and achieve a satisfactory result with a lot less expenditure.  The committee has discussed 

the matter of the shed /shelter/club room and settled on a broad specification that will passed to KCC for 

final quotations since they feel that they have greater purchasing power and may be able to avoid some 

taxes and undertake erection on site. I am still hopeful of getting a concrete floor in the building. The 

building will be located between the gates and be approx. 7-8 metres wide and 12 metres long with a 4 

metre wide veranda/carport type structure, attached along the western side.  

You may notice that the previous paragraph was headed, “VARMS Glider Field” which is the new and 

more meaningful name for our South Wantirna flying site. The last remnants of Briggs Field disap-

peared when the shelter was demolished in December 2009. Please note in all references and correspon-

dence. VARMS; and the VARMS Glider Field is now an integral part of Knox’s Eastern Recreational 

Precinct, together with the Basketball and Soccer Stadiums. Martin Briggs, a past President, was in-

volved in the construction of the original shelter on the site, will be remembered, with reverence, on 

suitable plaque/s to be displayed in the new secure club room.  

I hear stories of some dissatisfaction about the small size of our new fenced flying field. We admit that it 

is somewhat smaller than previous arrangements but please be thankful that we still have a usable field 

in suburbia, that is only a few minutes’ drive for many of our members. Without mentioning names, it is 

larger and more “flyer friendly” than many fields in and around Melbourne or for that matter, in Austra-

lia. I read in a recent UK magazine that a group of soaring enthusiasts were happy to be able to set up a 

new electric soaring “central” site. It is 290 x 220 metres and about 130 to 160 kilometres from central 

London. Our new fenced area is 350 x 250 metres and provides for ample space for launching gliders 

using the new “standard” 150 metre winch lines. 

Because of the new field layout etc. We are shortly to be releasing a revised set of VARMS Rules and 

Operating Procedures for VARMS glider Field. As the site changes further changes could be needed. 

The temporary field entrance off High Street road has gates secured by a chain with a series of padlocks. 

Irrespective of what you may read elsewhere, this gate must be closed and padlocked at all times. The 

padlocks should be connected in such a way that opening any lock will allow entry, and closed in a simi-

lar manner……...Happy Flying, Max Haysom 

mailbox://C%7C/Documents%20and%20Settings/Owner/Application%20Data/Thunderbird/Profiles/brdtvhp4.default/Mail/pop.lizzy.com.au/Inbox?number=752819584
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President’s Prattle 

Hi All 

 March already, summer's gone (by date any-

way) and those nice calm  Autumn days are al-

most here. The next month or so is the best 

time  for flying, unless your a slope soarer!  It's 

also one of the busiest times on the contest 

scene, and there is plenty on if you don't mind 

travelling.  Hope you get to enjoy some of it 

   This past month has seen a couple of 

"Suggestions " that VARMS is not doing 

enough in some areas, and initially I get very 

defensive, and a little hurt probably, because I 

believe in VARMS, and stand up for it, what-

ever it takes.   After allowing a "cooling off" 

period, things are often seen in a slightly differ-

ent light, and so it is in these cases, but here is 

the catch.  VARMS is run by volunteers.... in 

there own time...... and often with little 

thanks,          so, before anyone has the urge to 

knock how things are being done, perhaps they 

could offer some help.   I'm sure there are some 

skills within VARMS that aren't being utilized 

  OK The field situation...... Good News and 

Bad News.    We have had a meeting with Knox 

re the licence. We spent some time on subjects 

such as No Smoking.... Flying times, and more 

than a little time on "Exclusive Use", and also 

had reference to the "Heads Of Agreement" pol-

icy inserted in several places. I hope it's never 

required, and from the feedback we are getting, 

the 5 year term offered will be renewed in about 

4 1/2 years time.   The safeguards we have put 

in place are required, because in 5 years time, 

the people working on this agreement may not 

be around any more. So that's the good news, 

and more good news as we are about to present 

our preferred options for the shed. We had quite 

a few members that were not in favour of the 

barn, but because Knox OK'd it, it became our 

second choice, and our 1st choice became a nor-

mal shed, with a little higher walls, and an awn-

ing, and from some angles still looks a bit 

'barnish', but has the advantage of "no internal 

poles", the thing I disliked about the American 

Barn. The next step is for KNOX to OK our choice, 

price it ( they can buy better than us), then they will 

do the permits, and we may be ready to go, I say 

maybe, because we still have not got the OK for 

the concrete floor, and the 2 OK's may only be a 

month apart.... We will deal with that when the 

time comes 

  The Bad News.... and it's not a show stopper, but 

Grasshopper got a quote to level the playing sur-

face.... 3000 sq mtrs, and the price was about 

$16000....... Pick yourself up, I'm not fin-

ished !   This quote would have given us a bowling 

green type surface (over kill), but at least Martin 

knows what is required now !   We are now seek-

ing assistance from Knox, as it is probably too big-

ger job  for our grounds people to handle.   The 

fallback is to accept a lesser quality, the bottom 

line is it can't stay how it is. 

    Other news.. A power group have negotiated to 

put a power strip in at Glenfern Rd. They are anti 

club, probably mostly uninsured, supposedly only 

flying on 2.4, and probably won't be too much trou-

ble.  We are discussing matters with the farmer. 

  Some Gypsies' moved in and set up a lean too at 

the field.... Martin removed them after a couple of 

days !  Seriously VARMS is a CLUB, and as such 

all these sort of things need to go through the com-

mittee. We have just bought some new shade cloth 

from Doncaster Club, just needs erecting ! 

 We spent some time on the club SOP rules, mainly 

to adjust to the new field layout and car park, and 

the gate rule.... 

Keep the gate locked at all times 

(just the High St Rd one) .   
Also the VMAA trophy is coming up, always a bit 

of fun, still needs some event support (Come on 

you power guys, the glider bits ate easy to fill, but 

some of the power events aren't so easy to fill) It,s 

also a good spectator event, and VARMS are the 

RAINING CHAMPIONS ( that's a joke, I've just 

heard the weekend weather !) 
                                                                             

So get out and fly, fly, and fly some more… Col 

A  man asked an American Indian what was his  wife's name.. He replied, "She called  Five Horse".   
    

The man said, "That's an  unusual name for your wife. What does it  mean?" 
     

The Old Indian answered,  "It old Indian Name. It mean,  

Nag ...... nag ...... nag ..... nag  .....nag ! 
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VARMS…….. Club General Meeting……..March 2010 
Held at Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, Fri.12 February,2010 Comm.8.20 p.m. 
 

Apologies  None mentioned.  Visitors Isaac Lennon New members - 3 

.President‘s Report. 

Topics – 

Introductory Modeller talks- (“Meet & Greet” Segment) 

Max Mc Cullough- Past Occupation – signwriter-30 yrs in Varms,since 1980 – 

Glenfern Rd, addict – Favorite model PSS Spitfire “Fav” Varms exp. Cam-

perdown fellowship 

Alan Gray. – new member-2 mnths in Varms –retired Electrical/aeronautical 

engineer-Fishermans Bend .Fav. Model – “Trident” – Fav exp. in Varms – 

glider training at Briggs Field – Claim to fame – brush with electric fence at 

field. – 

Field management 

Thanks to 

all who assisted in shed removal and tidy up, after December Club meeting . 

all those regulars on the mowing roster.  

And especially to Martin Hopper ,as  Roster overseer. 

General Business 

Club Spending items  

Combination lock for field gate-for use on training days 

Shade cloth and poles acquisition from Doncaster Club ( $200 all in ) for shelter 

area at Briggs Field. 

Set of second hand harrows/scarifier –Martin Hopper-approval to spend up to 

$1000 on this item. 

Club Keyboard use policy enforcement. 

Recent incident involving near “shoot down” incident at field. Colin to counsel 

member at fault. 

Treasurer Report – Ian Pearson 

Club Investment   of $56000 renewed for 3 months Working account balance approx 

- $14700 as at end of Jan,10 

Aspectivity. 

Max Haysom getting quotes for alternative printers, to save on costs. 

VMAA Trophy 2010 

New Co-ordinator/leader position now filled by John Riley, as replacement for Peter 

Cossins – sincere vote of thanks to peter for his stirling work with winning VARMS team for 2009. Proposed changes to con-

test rules, for 2010, to promote greater level of competition. 

Club Member Visits proposed 

Max Haysom is arranging a visit to Model Engines, in Browns Rd. Noble Park ,in mid May. 

Club Training 

Report by Ian Slack – all going well-field new boundaries fitting in well. –proposed purchase of “Wad “pole for recovery of 

models caught in trees. 

First Aerotow session successful – Ballarat  Aerotow meet. in two weeks. 

Competition Reports. 

VARMS Trophy report by Bruce Clapperton – Feb meet great – next comp. date, 14 March. 

Briggs Field Developments. 

Past history and future plans report by Colin Collyer – current need to make a real presence & “show of strength” for Club 

and to capitalise on attractions of  our sport, with adjacent basketball stadium regular visits by numerous teenagers. 

Clubhouse shed erection proposal –report by Colin Collyer 

Proposed “Canadian Barn” purchase and erection for club house.-12m.X8m.with 3 roller doors.-eventually to be insulated 

and with kitchen, water and lighting facilities added. 

Total budget $27k approx. Knox Council grant $10k. Club Budget $15k. 

Motion by Peter Cossins – that VARMS Committee be authorized to spend up to $15k. on estab. of new clubhouse, in terms 

of proposed budget. 

Seconded by Barry de Kuyper.-  Motion carried unanimously by all members present. 

Show & Tell Segment. 

i)Tim Moreland 

Demonstration  of EPP model ―Reaper ‖recently flown at Mt. Bora ,near Tamworth                   NSW. – Kit price $150 – 

article to be put in Aspectivity. 

ii)Alan Mayhew. 

Demonstration of prototype ―Vortex‖ 2.8m. glider  and explanation of  genesis of project , including demo of “plugs” 

for moulding  Fuselage. Details of kits avail and pricing are in this months Aspectivity. 

.Meeting closed 10.20 p.m.    Next Club Meeting to be held on Friday, 12 March,2010 

 

AT THE NAB 

  
Income V's Spending 

Between 1/2/10 and 28/02/10 

  

  

Income  

Subs 09/10 $321.00 

Total Income $321.00 

  
Expense Categories  

Administration $68.61 

   -Membership   $27.71  

   - Committee Affairs  
$40.90 

 

Aspectivity $141.45 

     -  Printing  $86.45  

     - Postage  $55.00  

Bank Charges $7.00 

Briggs Field $419.61 

   -  Mowing    $167.71  

   -  Maint.   $51.90  

   -  Other   $200.00  

Fee Refunds $92.00 

Gifts $150.00 

  
Insurance $239.00 

   - Flying    $239.00  

  

Total Expense Categories $1,117.67 
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A Vision.    This is a presentation that I gave at 

the last meeting (February) outlining where we think VARMS 
is headed, and some of the ideas we have to get there. But 
first we need to look at VARMS history, to see where we 
have come from, and remind ourselves of how we got here. 
   

When we first came to the site we now know as Briggs Field, 
we were over where the toll way is now, an area about 
150mtrs wide and 350mtrs long. It had all the market garden 
furrows we have come to love, trees along the eastern side, 
limited parking and no facilities..... just a paddock, but it was 
the first 'home' we had, up untill then VARMS were known as 
"Nomads", and it was fine for bungee and winch launching. 
 Late 80's or early 90's we took over the whole paddock, 
cleared trees, blackberries, long grass, and really made the 
paddock look like someone lived there, and eventually we 
obtained permission to fly power and the first strip was built. 
This was mainly for aerotow, but also so some of the members could fly their power models when not gliding. 
Then we had our model airshow, masterminded by Herr Gotteschalk, and we got our first lease, for one year, 
then monthly. This lease is about to finish, ( After about 20 years ) and will be replaced  with a  Knox Council li-
cence. 
 This state of bliss went on, with VARMS getting equipment to look after things, mowers, tractors a club house, a 
container, then another and peaked at about 300 members before the toll way came along, so a new strip was 
built further to the west.  
 Then, about 2008 the dreaded Basket Ball Centre came 
along, and we all thought that it was the end for Briggs Field, 
but when the real facts started to emerge, we found that 
VARMS were in the picture. Negotions started that  involved 
a group from VARMS, Max Haysom, Peter Cousins, Alan 
Mayhew and myself, along with a group involved with the 
Sporting Complex.  Let me say that at the start there was not 
too much optimisim, but as we got to know each other, we 
found that Knox were good listeners, and we gradually found 
that there maybe was a future for VARMS, and as things 
moved along we have come to realize that although the field 
will be a bit smaller, and surrounded on two sides 
by Sporting Complex, we will be OK for most of our activi-
ties, and in some areas we will be better off. 
       So, now the VISION,  2010 on 
  First... some facts 
1)  We will have two soccer pitches and a pavillion to the 
north, and an indoor basketball centre to the east with car 
parking for maybe 2000 cars. Some of this is still in the plan-
ning stage. 
2)  We will not have as much 'elbow room', and our safety 
barrier will be much reduced. We will need to manage this 
carefully. 
3) Model flying will become a spectator sport. The fact that a 
lot of traffic will be in the area will make us probably the most 
"SEEN" club in Melbourne, and is probably a great opportu-
nity to capitalize, become part of the Sporting Complex and 
contribute to the community 
  

 To create this "spectacle" we will need to make the most of 
our shed: clean, sharp,  and well sign written, both telling 
who we are, and what we do. We need to provide some "Spectator Areas" , with seating and shade, and again 
good sign writing. And every member will need to be a Safety Officer and a Public Relations Guy. 
 

Other ideas are to grow fruit vines along the fence, to hide them and make them softer to hit! Plant some shade 
trees in the car park and along the fence line, and a rose garden around the shed to keep the graffitti people at 
bay. And I bet there's more that we haven't even thought of yet. 
  

 Now is a great opportunity to make VARMS a place where members, partners and visitors enjoy. 
  

Then we talked about the likely costs and the timeframe, and the members present passed a motion of support, 
so      We are on our way.     Thanks for taking the time,  Col 

The Man….with one of his many scale models. 

Relocated and Revised  Location, new strip and lotsa 

new stuff happening...its all locking good for the future . 
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 BIG BIRD  XL                                                             Phil Nolan 
 

I have attached a couple of photos of my latest creation. It is a Sky Bench Big Bird (not the one on the kids show).  
I have been building this sailplane for about 3 months and it is finally flying.  
The story behind this is that I was looking for an all wood Sailplane that I could build myself. My previous build 
was a Prelude Plus. I found an old looking all wood Sailplane on www.skybench.com . This is a company run by 
Ray Hayes, he is a thorough gentleman and has been building and flying sailplanes for ever. The Big Bird XL is 
an extended version of the original design and at 2.8 metres it is a Big Bird. It looks like it belongs in the 70’s 
when it was designed but still performs exceptionally well. A bit like me I was designed in the 50’s and still perform 
exceptionally well. That’s what I keep telling myself anyway. 
Ray Hayes from Sky Bench explains on his WEB site why his Sailplane is not the same as the Bird of Time, it is a 
good read. I ordered the plane and Ray replied di-
rectly to me advising that he was going on holidays 
for a month so my delivery would have to wait until 
he returned. He did return and sent a very small 
box full of goodies. The kit is fully laser cut and 
every single part fits exactly. The Fuselage has 
slots cut in that match exactly with the formers. The 
same applies to the Wings. I did stuff up the point 
that mates with the Fuselage but you can’t notice. I 
found the building process easy even for a novice 
like me. It did take a long time for me to complete 
but I wanted to make it right and that takes time. A 
moderately more skilled builder than me could have 
done this in weeks not months I am sure. 
  
Today 14

th
 February 2010 I took my newly finished 

Big Bird to the VARMS field with the hope that 
someone who knew how to fly would be there. I 
found Barry there and asked him if he could test fly 
the Big Bird. He was very casual about the whole 
thing and I thought that at least one of us should be 
nervous. There was no need really because the test 
pilot was Barry and he is excellent, the plane knew 
what to do so why worry. After a quick check that 
the wiggly bits at the back were going roughly the 
right direction he fired up the motor and said to me 
throw it. Now this would normally be an easy step 
for me, but I had invested 3 months of blood sweat 
and tears into this aircraft, oh what the heck, I threw 
it. It lurched into the air like it had always been 
there and flew. Barry pronounced the Big Bird a 
pussy cat; this generally means it is easy to fly. 
Barry gave me the sticks after only a minute or so 
and he was right, it is a pussy cat, a big one. I gave 
the sticks back to Barry to land for me, he used the 
flaps and they also worked like a treat. I went on to 
launch and land the Big Bird for the next 2 hours 
and had a ball. Do you think anybody would notice 
if I used it in the VARMS Trophy, after all it is Rud-
der Elevator and maybe flaps, oh and it is 2.8 me-
tres? Well maybe not. ( no worries Phil, a few snips 
on those wingtips and she’ll be right ! ) 
  
Details of the Sailplane: Big Bird XL  by Sky Bench. 
www.skybench.com  
Wingspan: 2.8 M  
Length: 1.24 M 
Weight (Electric version): 1.7 Kg (mine is anyway) 
Motor: Turnigy TR 35-36C 1100KV  
Brushless Outrunner 
Prop: Folding 10X8 
Battery: 2200 3S1P 20-30C Lipo. 

http://www.skybench.com/
http://www.skybench.com/
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Reaper 60                                                     Tim Morland 
 

Ever been to Manilla? You will find Manilla just a short way west of Tamworth. Yep, Manilla NSW is a town 

that’s real slow. I spent some time there last year because an inaugural slope event had been organised. You see, 

just out of town there is a mountain – Mount Borah. This big lump was the location of the 2007 world para-gliding 

championships. Just terrific for stepping off and out into the blue yonder. The lip of the slope must be 1500 feet 

above the lower slopes, facing in about a westerly direction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carpet with Altitude. - Mount Borah. - photo T Morland. 

 

Green carpet spreads over much of the launching area – I guess it’s there to help prevent the para-glider canopy 

cords from snagging during take-off. Nice to walk on too: but the carpet slopes down to the lip, about 40m away. 

Trees are scattered around offering some shade – and other less appreciated  effects. 

 

Well, the wind was blowing and the bunch of New South Welshmen were letting rip. Conventional models at this 

weekend were EPP. Lots of flying wings too. I’ve got a soft spot for flying wings – but really good ones are hard to 

come by (my opinion, and I’m entitled to it.). There was one wing that took my eye. In 20knots it was performing 

stall turns, maybe 150’ high – slicing across the slope at an enormous speed, repeating the stall turn at the other end 

- a mirror image of the previous. 

 

I was impressed. After the pilot landed, I popped in to give my regards and find out if it was a particular type of 

model. It was a “Reaper”. Made from a kit imported  from New Zealand (South Pacific Models). The model was 

specifically developed for dynamic soaring and slope racing. That night Tim orders one over the Internet. Goody. 

 

Shortly after returning home the Reaper kit arrives and Tim settles down to putting together his first foamy. Yes – 

it’s an EPP model. 

 

Not having worked with EPP (or even carbon!) the materials were something very different from my comfort zone. 

So I took my time. A long time, to get the thing together. 

 

During the build there were a couple of major mess-ups and some memorable “Ah-ha!!!” moments. 

A mess-up I will tell you about is what happened when I glued the carbon golf club shafts into the wing with poly-

urethane glue. ( “Vise” from Bunnings). If you are not familiar with this type of glue, you ought to be. It is a glue 

that turns to foam during the curing process. Yes, it does not “dry” it begins curing in the presence of moisture. 

This is good, as large areas of wood can be stuck together without the need to resort to epoxy or contact glue. I sus-

pect there are many modelling uses for it. I first came across it in a place that sold marine ply – as it is great for 

holding large expanses of ply together. 

 

Anyway,  Tim dribbles the magic foaming glue into the hollowed out wing core and slides the golf shaft in rotating 
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(the shaft) as he goes. I used some gladwrap at each end of the core to catch the foam that would come out of the 

ends. Good thinking Tim thinks. 

 

Some plans don’t come together. This was one of them. In the morning, Tim finds out that EPP foam is porous. 

Overnight the glue foams up beautifully. It extrudes its way down through the core and then without hesitation, 

into the lower jacket as well – you know, underneath where the hot wire would have gone. So here I am with a 

major mess-up. I carefully separate the core from the jacket with a knife and then start grinding the excess foam 

and EPP from the core with my trusty Dremel. Awful. 

 

A couple of hours later I’ve got the core off the jacket and sort of smooth. It wasn’t too bad but it didn’t look good 

either. The Dremel had done a wonderful job, but the lower surface of each wing was now covered in little cra-

ters. The EPP foam is softer that the polyurethane foam. When removing the last tiny fraction of polyurethane 

glue, the Dremel would also neatly remove one grain of EPP with an audible click. Rats. It ain’t over yet honey. 

The lower surface of the wing looks like a moonscape. 

 

I don’t give up easily. It’s pretty obvious that getting the wing profile back is going to be a job for bog. Otherwise 

known as microballons and epoxy. Tim experiments a bit with some scrap EPP and decides on 1 part hardener, 5 

parts epoxy and 2 parts microballoons (by weight). For this job I used West Systems Epoxy (type 206). I’m also 

lucky enough to have a set of balance scales that can discriminate fractions of a gram. (Made by my father when 

he was an apprentice instrument maker) I use a credit card to spread the bog around, wait for it to harden over-

night, and sand it back. 

 

Things went pretty well- except I invariably got bog in a whole lot of other places apart from the craters. Tim 

comes to realize that the bog keys into the EPP really well. The porosity of the foam soaks up just enough bog for 

the attachment to be really permanent. The finish I’m getting on the bottom surface is actually quite smooth – 

unlike any other foamy I’ve had the “pleasure” of holding –hmmmmm. 

 

More experiments. What if I coat the whole model with bog? And then cover with pro-film! Tim does a test piece 

to see whether the pro film will stick to the bog. You bet it does – even without 3M Super 77 which the instruc-

tions insist that I use. I peel the pro film off, the colour remains behind – stuck firmly to the test piece. I then 

wrench the test piece around to see if the EPP/bog looses shape, fall out or shows  distress . Nope, nothing - stuck 

tight.  Oh my! 

 

The kit instructions are going one way – and I’m going another. I’m supposed to be wrapping the wing in tape 

next! Not. I calculate that I’m putting about 14grams of epoxy/microballoons per application. One application 

does about  ¼ of a wingspan on one side of the core. That's about 120g of bog to do the whole wing top and bot-

tom. But of course, I’m sanding maybe 20% of it off when smoothing down. Tim thinks it can’t be any heavier 

than the tape. But the real nice thing about the bog is that it makes the wing smooth and hard. It feels more like a 

wing ought to feel (to me anyway). So Tim takes a deep breath and starts doing the top surface as well. 

 

The rest is history. The wing is no heavier than the other Reaper (Anthony Peate’s, ordered the ame night at 

Manilla) and seems to fly just as well. Phew! 

 

There may however be an alternative to epoxy bog. Polyester bog. No, I’m not having you on. The instructions 

that came with the kit, were not the best and Tim soon lost all faith in trying to follow them. No significant warn-

ing was given regarding the porosity of the foam. That’s something I found out by accident. The instruction also 

said one of the glues of choice was “foam safe cyano” Tim goes “hmmm!” or is it “Ah ha!” again. Out of curios-

ity I put some acetone in a glass jar, throw in a small cube of EPP – put the lid on and watch. Nothing happened. 

In the morning, also, nothing had happened. Reaper EPP is impervious to alcohol. So, I could have used much 

cheaper polyester bog at any stage of construction. I didn’t need to use epoxy at all. Oh well. However, the plane 

was now built.  

 

Anthony had already finished and flown his, so the control throws and balance point of the model had been pretty 

well verified. However Tim had made another change to the plane: For aesthetic reasons, I adjusted the cord of 

the ailerons so that they “fared” better into the wing. The root got wider, the tip narrower. Looks great, but would 

it harm the terrific flying characteristics? Only time would tell. 
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Reaper resting  - photo T Morland 

 

Test flying went pretty well. I had the slope to myself at Ridge Road in about 12knots, with thermals going 

through too. Got lots of height, resulting in plenty of speed during the inevitable beat-up. Yes the Reaper thermals 

quite well too(!). But the best part is the speed. Ooh-hoo! That’s what I had in mind! 

 

Since flying her at Ridge Road, she’s also had a day out with the blokes at Mount Hollowback. A perfect day yes, 

but with either the comms transmitting towers behind or all the other frolicking modeling folks, she was glitching 

something awful. A couple of powerful bursts of down elevator had me on the ground in seconds. Shucks. No 

more Reapering today. 

 

Back home, more experimentation. Glitches are a good indication of loss of range. I walk around the model on a 

football ground measuring the number of steps I can take away from the model before glitching starts (in about 

22.5 degrees steps)  to try and understand why the glitching – and then hopefully come up with a fix. I know the 

Rx is 100% - at least 100 paces (out of the aircraft). So Tim finds that, off to the side, range is as much as 72 steps 

(which is still a long way!). But straight in front or behind the range is as few as 4 paces. Four! I didn’t know that. 

Oops. 

 

She flies on 36Mhz. I had buried the antenna in the wing as per instructions (that’s the clue: pesky instructions 

again). It is a configuration that doesn’t work for 36Mhz. It could be the close proximity of some servo wires to 

the antenna. Or it might be the presence of carbon shafts in the wings and the fuselage, either shielding the an-

tenna, or maybe absorbing the signal from the transmitter So now the antenna comes out of the wing, about 40mm 

from the fuselage and trails behind – and things still aren’t perfect. I think it needs a whip antenna that sticks 

straight up – which would look really silly. I haven’t even stuck the antenna to the fuz, because of the carbon 

backbone. So for next flight, I know I have at least 20 paces (60 feet) in all directions except one, off the starboard 

bow, where it range drops to 10 paces. For interest, front is now 30 paces, back is 72. 

 

There is a motto here: Just because an Rx works on the front porch not in an airplane, doesn’t mean that it will be 

OK after being put in an airplane. Maybe I should have thought of that one. Be kind – I haven't used carbon be-

fore. 

 

I promise to do a thorough range test with my next new model before I fly it. There’s always something to learn. 
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It is 1976, when I was a young Captain in the Israeli Air
-force, I was placed to be in charge of preparing and 
designing the maintenance facilities (workshops, han-
gars etc…) for a new airplane – the E-2C Hawkeye… 
Well, this is the background – just in case you are 
wondering how I got to think about this complex bird. 
And for those not knowing what an E-2C looks like, 
here it is. 

I started thinking about it a while back, and in February 
2008 I began with some Internet searches, trying to 
find somewhere / someone that may have the plans for 
this bird. I am not sure this will be ready for War-birds 
day 2009, but I will no doubt have something, at least 
for a static display… I finally got an answer from a guy 
named Tom Hunt from NY. There is a Chinese com-
pany that makes the kit and there is an attempt of 
bringing it into Australia, but this is really not my game. 
 
I paid AU$80 for the plans including delivery charges, 
and after some 10 days, the package arrived (that is – 
the plans!) 
I opened the box, pulled out a whole bunch of rolled 
sheets and started to look, being overwhelmed by the 
amount of paper, views, parts…. This is going to take 
me 2 years was my first thought… 
 
Looking at all this information, I started thinking – I bet-
ter get someone to Laser-Cut this, or at least the wing 
ribs and fuselage formers, it is going to be a hard job 
anyway – without adding the hurdles of manually at-
tempting to cut the various tricky parts of this puzzle. 
 
It is not as easy as you may think. I found a guy in 
Sydney who does these kinds of things for people, but 
he told me upfront – there is a 9 months waiting list… I 
didn’t want to wait that long, so I kept digging. 
 
The other challenge of course was, I only had plans on 
paper, if I want anyone to Laser-Cut parts, I have to 
get the electronic / AutoCAD version of the respective 
files. After some haggling with Tom, he agreed to 
email me those files, just to find out that without some 
serious help from a draftsman, I have no hope in pro-
ducing what I needed, so my many thanks go to our 
Ian Hunter who came to the rescue… 
 
Next, try to find some Birch wood, and Birch plywood, 
which the plans suggest to use. No such luck – so 
maybe some Hoop Pine plywood, yes – I found it 
somewhere in Dandenong, but they can’t cut it for me, 
and I can’t fit into my car one whole sheet of 2400 x 
1200… Eventually I found another place, which can 
source this and also slice it to more manageable sizes 
for me. 

 
OK, I received the material on the 30

th
 of April 2008, 

went down to Hobby-man to pick up some 3mm Balsa 
sheets, and continued to the Laser-Cutter, just next 
door to SEMAC, dropped off all the material, and went 
on my way, with his promise to have it all cut in about 
a week. 
 
Next, I needed some Blue-Foam, to construct the tail 
fathers and the big Frisbee (61 cm in diameter) on the 
roof of this bird. I got the material at some place in 
Bentleigh, brought it home and started cutting… The 
first part of this model was cut on the 3

rd
 of May 2008. 

From here on is all systems go… The 2 x 30 mm 
slices glued together, weigh some 550 grams… That 
is a LOT! So, how much will the whole thing weigh at 
the end? 
 
In parallel, I am investigating (and procrastinating) 
over which motors should I use, which ESC’s? Should 
I buy the cheap and very tempting things form a Chi-
nese web site or should I stick to the main brands and 
pay around 3 times as much… As you can see, with 
such a project, I start with a lot more questions than I 
have answers for at this point. 
 
Where will I find 4 blade props? Considering that one 
of them needs to be a pusher… Of course ZINGER 
Props comes to mind, but they only do wooden props, 
which will no doubt look out of place on such a 
model… 
 
And what about Spinners, for 4 bladed props, and one 
of the spinners needs to be for a pusher prop… 
 
OK, at the end, it was all sorted out. Props from 
Zinger (which I can PAINT in black), spinners and 
prop adaptors from Tru-Turn. I got Zinger to ship my 
props to Tru-Turn, so that they cut the spinners ac-
cording to how the props are, and I expect the lot to 
get here around end of May. 
 
In the meantime, and after receiving the Laser cut 
parts (what a good looking result those are), I finally 
got down to business, and on the 22

nd
 May 2008 – the 

first fuselage parts have been glued together, to form 
the top and bottom kills of this bird. 
 

At the same time that I let those bits set (I use PVA) I 
managed to glue the slices for the nose cone, it looks 
like this. 
 
 

Grumman E-2C Hawkeye, Part 1 – By Alex Evans 
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And, after working that blob of foam for many hours, it 
ended up looking like this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And – once I assembled all the fuselage formers, and 
stuck that nose on the front of what looks actually like a 
FISH, it all looks like this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One of the many challenges of such a scratch build con-
struction is in trying to make sure it is all straight, and not 
end up with a twisted fuselage. To achieve this, I am not 
you can see in the picture, I actually clamped the bottom 
fuselage keel onto the working surface (on the edge of it) 
which made it awkward to say the least… 
 
The next thing I am facing is – how to skin this fish… The 
designer decided that 4 stringents / longerons (each 90 
degrees of the fuselage. Well – if you have to skin a sim-
ple cylindrical shape, maybe that is OK – but no such luck 
here. You can see some of the curvatures no doubt, this 
is going to be a “beech” to twist and shape the skin 
around this thing, so – I decided to bite the bullet so to 
speak, and ADD 4 more longerons, to reduce the gap to 
every 45 degrees. 
 
The nest question – what thickness of sheeting should I 
use? The natural thought is obviously – “As thin as possi-
ble”. Well, I found out soon enough – this is a wrong ap-
proach, I will tell you why. 

If you use say 1mm – 1.5 mm sheeting, you 
“Save” some in the total weight, but you get your-
self into more trouble when it comes to shaping it, 
which normally means – sanding it down. 
 
My conclusion is – use thicker material, you can 
always sand it down further, and it is easier to 
shape around the curves, and that of course is 
mainly related to the fuselage. When it comes to 
skinning the wings r other flying surfaces, my story 
will probably change. 
 
But in the meantime – here is another view of the 
fuselage, this time with the nose wheel already in 
place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gradually, you can see – the nose cone plug on 
the left, is only intended as a “Plug” for some chal-
lenging fibreglass job, that will actually form the 
nose cone (and the foam plug will be thrown away 
of course). 
 
This nose cone when finished – will be positioned 
attached to the first former, and house inside it the 
front nose gear, the servo that drives it, the Rx 
and battery etc.. 
 
Maybe you can start gauging – that when I esti-
mated it will take me a long time to finish this pro-
ject, I didn’t exaggerate. And just before I am done 
with this chapter – here is the actual fibreglass 
nose cone. 
 
 
 

And until next time  – fly safe, Alex.  

Alex has divided this project into 5 separate sections and trust me……..there is a lot of good “stuff” to come!.   
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I’m sure you’ll agree with me when I say that this edition of Aspectivity is a good’un thanks to the 

members contributing…. but in all honesty it wouldn't be here without the tenacity of Max Haysom. Big 

round of applause and cheers for Max!. Why?... do I hear you ask...well its simple really, last week my 

confuser decided that I needed to spend vast sums of my hard earned and replace the crashed hard drive, 

mother board and various other siblings. OUCH ! that’s expensive especially when all programs were 

lost. OK, so the shop found my personal files but I had to reinstall the Clubs copy of Publisher to do this 

mag. Worked fine for a few days and the mag was coming together and then BANG …”Cant open 

file”...but only on the Aspectivity ones, even old ones...all the rest of Publisher was OK…... “Not Happy 

Jan” to coin a phrase and in desperation called all the computer orientated friends and members I knew. 

My “Deadline” was fast approaching.  A Google search was instigated but no luck from my fingers so 

Max had a go and after many many many hour or days, he said he had downloaded a quick fix. ( why do 

quick fix’s take so long to find ?) Funnily enough it was the same time Ian Slack phoned with the same 

sort of explanation from his guru !. Simple solution and the patient has recovered well, but all in all the 

whole episode was a right royal pain in the rump….so once again……. Thanks Max for persevering and 

finally sorting the problem, with time remaining for me to compile this lot into a newsletter.  

Perfect one day ‗OT and ‗ORRIBLE the next 

Gary MacDougall looking very satisfied with his newly finished and maidened Duster. 
Bright enough to be seen in any tree top………..love that model pilot. 

Why does a round pizza come in a square box ?   
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Power Pilots Page 

Hi  all and Welcome to the power pilots page this 

month we thought we would do a Power Pilot Profile. 

This Month's Pilot is a new member to VARMS 

Justin Grey 

So let's ask Justin a few questions 

Hi Justin How long have you been flying?.. 8 Months 

What's your Favourite Type of plane?..  

Corsair, Piper Pawnee, Edge 540,  

How many planes do you have?.... I have around 20 

planes of various types all ready. I love em and can't 

get enough at the moment, i have three that i am 

working on at the moment they are the Corsair f4u   

50 size ARF Retract’s won't be working hardware is a 

bit average  Crazy classic 55 OS stupid servos Seri-

ous surgery Extra 330 l Hyperion 40 size blue... Hi Dave 

What kind of Radio are you using?.... I have a new Futaba 10CAP 2.4ghz that works 

really well and has more features than i can use. 

Where do you source your planes and equipment  ? Mainly Hobby king here is 

the URL:  http://www.hobbycity.com/hobbycity/store/uh_index.asp 
Thanks and lets Fly……..Max K 

VMAA TROPHY APRIL 10
th

 & 11
th

   
 

STATE FLYING FIELD — DARRAWEIT GUIM 
 

It is on again and we need to defend our title as the best club ! 
 

There are 10 events as listed below. We don’t have to have an entry in every event as only 

the 6 best events count towards the trophy, but the broader our participation the better our 

chances of retaining the trophy  

Thee event is all about participation and having fun – there are no sheep stations on offer !   
 

Junior members are eligible for extra points and are encouraged to participate 
 

So here is your chance to have a go and help VARMS  retain the trophy  
 

Contact :  John Riley 98743331   or    jwr0@bigpond.net.au 

Helicopter  Electric Glider  

Thermal Soaring Alan Mayhew Musical Landings  

Old Timer Duration Peter Cossins Most Unusual Aircraft  

Fun Scale Steve Malcman Club Racing Lew Rodman 

Scale Aerobatics    

http://www.hobbycity.com/hobbycity/store/uh_index.asp
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 VARMS Trophy 2010 
  

VARMS trophy is on again for 2010  

re-starting on Sunday 14th March at 1.00pm. 
  

The VARMS trophy is a series of low key, 

fun competitions for two channel, two meter 

gliders, or entry level electric models. Begin-

ners are more than welcome and will learn a 

lot about catching thermals, model trim, fly-

ing a target time, landing on the spot and 

laughing when the “experts” get it very 

wrong. If the wind is blowing, we may go 

slope soaring instead, so please get your 

name on my list of interested people  

so I can contact you the day before. 

 Dates for 2010 are as follows: 

 14th March  

          11th April 

                   16th May 

                            20th June 
  

If you are interested, please get in touch with  

Bruce Clapperton    

bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au  

Mobile 0438 644 867.  

FOR SALE 
 

Gentle Lady ARF 2- Metre Sailplane - $69.95 
 

Dynaflite Wanderer 2- Metre Entry Level Sailplane - $69.95 
 

Great planes Spirit 2- Metre Sailplane - $125.00 
 

Gemini MTS 100" Multi-task Sailplane - $130.00 
 

Model Flight Stepp 3 Sailplane (partly constructed) -$99.00 
 

Graupner Teck-Double Spoilers System  
                                                       Schempp-Hirth - $70.00 
  

Tim Denyer   Tel: 9584 1139 

Condor Slope Soarer in good condition. Has suffered no 
damage. Flies well, but not a beginner’s model. 
$80.00 with three servos or $60.00 no servos. 
 

Magic Butterfly 932 mm Wingspan indoor/park beginners 
3D Electric Kit. Very easy quick assemble, basically slots 
together. Includes CD Instructions, motor, propeller, speed 
controller, battery. Carbon Fibre EPP  Shockproof. Brand 
new in the box.   $120.00 

Great Planes Piper Cub Kit. IC/Electric. Rudder – Elevator 
– Motor.  59 Inch. Quality Balsa with ABS Cowls and 
Dummy Motors.  A classic model.  $60.00 

Peter Cossins    9801 2778 

Bunnings latest recliners 

FOR SALE 

Geoff Trone’s...Duster...update 
I have installed two spars approx 9.5 X 3 mm 
pine. See attached photo of wing tip. 
 I used the following. 
1.5 mm balsa covering. 
125 gm glass along the trailing edge covering the waggerly bits.It can be seen in the photo. 
125 gm glass top and bottom covering the servo locations. 
The skins were put on with West 105 Epoxy Resin and West 206 Slow Hardener. 
The lower Jackets must be level at the top joints! Pack them up with dense packing. 
Ensure the cores are aligned to the bottom jacket. 
When glued and assembled I placed 12 house bricks on top of the top jacket to ensure the balsa 
curved over the top front section of the core while the epoxy cured, do not touch for 24 Hours!. 
Clear tape was also placed on the top of the wing where the dive brake flap 
folds down, this made it easy to remove the covering when fitting the dive brakes and flap assembly. 

mailto:bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au
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Any problems with the field ring  

Martin “Grass”  Hopper 
9873 8256 

 

 

Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 

Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 

 

And also to Bruce Robinson for collecting and 

bringing it all to the meetings each month. 
 

Training 
Dates  

14 Mar, 28 Mar,  
11 Apr, 25 Apr 

 

Training Radio Frequencies 
are:  641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is kindly 
sponsored by  

Hyperion  
Australia  

Mowing Roster 

  Feb Mar Apr 

Bruce Robinson 9887 8996    

Graeme Hollis 9739  4886    

Ross Peasley 9877 2215  *  

Robert Kassell 9795 1330     *  

Henri Wohlmuth 9764 1921   * 

Jim Baker 9803 2185      * 

UPCOMING EVENT 
18 to 21 March 2010 -  

Australia's Centenary of Flight  

Houdini Celebrating 100 Years  

On 18 March 1910 Harry Houdini made the  

first powered controlled sustained flight  

of an aircraft in Australia at Digger's Rest. 

20 March (Saturday) 2010  

Houdini Centenary Air Show  
Displays of restored aircraft  

and vintage and rally cars.  

9.00 am to 5.00 pm at Melton Airfield.  

The air show will start at 11.00 am.  

http://centenaryairshow.com/home 

Geoff Moore ( Heliport) 9802 2044 

Max Koludrovic (Runways and Pits) 

There are two excellent theories  

for arguing with women.  
 

Neither one works !.  

ADULT: …...A person who has stopped growing at both ends and is now growing in the middle.   

CHICKENS:      The only animals you eat before they are born and after they are dead.    

http://www.melton.vic.gov.au/page/Page.asp?Page_Id=1493&h=-1
http://www.melton.vic.gov.au/page/Page.asp?Page_Id=1493&h=-1
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc.  Editor, or Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VARMS  Web Site :   http:// www.varms.org.au—For up to date info on VARMS 
 

Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                      activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    building and flying radio 
controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna South 
(Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fort-
nightly basis.  Exact dates and times are posted on the field entrance gate.   

VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio controlled  
gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 

General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) -  at the Glen Waverley Primary 
School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of High Street Road and Spring-
vale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions 
on matters of interest to all modellers and a  light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre. 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the  Federation Aeronautique Internationale  (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

If undelivered return to: 
VARMS Inc. 
P.O. Box 4096 
KNOX City Centre VIC  3152 

    

 
        
 

 

President Colin Collyer  9561 9097 

Secretary Roger Stevenson 9830 8293 

Treasurer Ian Pearson 5996 5019 

Contest Director Alan Mayhew 9887 7885 

Editor/ Site Manager Max Haysom 9801 3899 

Ordinary Member  Martin Hopper 9873 8256 

Registrar Bruce Clapperton 9803 3108 

Heli Group Rep Steven Malcman 9884 0614 

Sports power Rep Chris Kurdian 9762 0714 

Webmaster Steve Tester 9724 9728 


